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Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Waterproof Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Tear-Resistant Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Travel MapAt over 3,500 square miles the

size of Yellowstone National Park is hard to absorb. This four title Map Pack Bundle helps to bring

this enormous park into sharper focus. Each map covers a section of the park but still provides

enough overlap with the adjacent maps to allow all four to be used easily. The maps cover the

different areas of the park so that a visitor can move easily from geysers to lakes to waterfalls to the

deep backcountry. One of the main draws of Yellowstone National Park is the wildlife, these maps

clearly show the Bear Management Areas that have been established to reduce the conflict

between humans and the large bear population. The maps include trails with mileages between

intersections as well as numerous points of interest such as campgrounds, visitor centers,

trailheads, and many more.Buy the Map Pack and save 15%!The Yellowstone National Park Map

Pack includes:Map 302 :: Old Faithful: Yellowstone National Park SWMap 303 :: Mammoth Hot

Springs: Yellowstone National Park NWMap 304 :: Tower, Canyon: Yellowstone National Park

NEMap 305 :: Yellowstone Lake: Yellowstone National Park SEEvery Trails Illustrated map is

printed on "Backcountry Tough" waterproof, tear-resistant paper. A full UTM grid is printed on the

map to aid with GPS navigation.Map Scale = 1:70,000Sheet Size = 37.75" x 25.5"Folded Size = 4" x

7.5"

Series: National Geographic Trails Illustrated Map

Map: 8 pages

Publisher: National Geographic Maps; 2012 edition (January 1, 2012)
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Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National



Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and

science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.

This map is typical Trails Illustrated high quality paper, with an adequate legend and area tips in the

margins. The scale is approximately 1:126,720 with a 100ft. contour interval and covers the entire

park . Trail mileage is marked in red between each major trail intersection and a few intersections

have lat/lon coordinates. The "drive in" campsites are marked. The map DOES NOT have trail head

identifications or back country campsite locations that coincide with the N.P.S system. A better

choice for backcountry trip planning would be the "quad" maps for the park; "Mammoth Hot Spings-

T.I. # 303", "Yellowstone Lake-T.I. #305","Tower/Canyon- T.I. #304", and " Old Faithful-T.I. #302".

All of these maps are available here at .

Grand Teton National Park (National Geographic Trails Illustrated Map) Map ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ

Folded Map, January 1, 2008 $10.65 and Yellowstone National Park (National Geographic Trails

Illustrated Map) Map ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Folded Map, January 1, 2012 $10.65Save the content

these maps are identical in size each being 25ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• x 37ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• YPK scale is

1:16,720 1 inch = 2 mi. with 100ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ contour level. GTNP scale is 1:80,000 1 inch =

1.3 mi 100ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ contour level. These maps are printed on waterproof, tear-resistant

paper.YPK is split in half (north / south) with a generous overlap. Robust legend includes trail

summaries including length, elevation gain, hiking time and difficulty. Various other panels describe

wildlife, thermal areas and backcountry hiking.GTNP has the entire area on one side (including

Jackson Hole) the reverse is a detailed map of the east side of the park with a scale of 1 inch=.5 mi.

from Granite Canyon to Leigh Lake.As mentioned elsewhere we are not of the hiking ilk, other than

the short easy 1-2 hour jaunts to get away from the parking lots. In terms of general orientation,

finding locations mentioned in other tomes, and getting around these are essential maps. In terms of

a hiking guide with trailheads and enough detail to use in the field I fear these would be lacking.

Used in combination with National Geographic Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks Road

Guide: The Essential Guide for Motorists I plan them to use them as my principal navigation tools.

Cons- This map has very little detail on it. They could have fit the WHOLE park on one side, and

then put detail of the highlight areas (Old Faithful, Fishing bridge, Canyon Village, etc) on the back



side. This map is one side the NORTH part of the park, and other side is SOUTH. I was

disappointed at the lack of detail. Example- this map didn't even have Morning Glory pool on it. For

research, use the online maps the USDS puts on the park website, and get detail maps of areas you

want, or specific back country hiking maps if that's what you're after.Pros- well finished, water

resistant, easy folding, easy to read.

It serves the purpose. The two problems I have with all these maps is the ledger colors are so close

to the same for biking and hiking Its almost impossible to tell the difference. The second problems

there is not a lot of difference in the detail between the main map that covers the whole part and the

area maps that are suppose to give more detail. I could have easily gotten by with just the main map

and saved a little money.

I like to hike in the national parks and use Trails Illustrated maps when they are available. Trail

books often have small maps of the trails they describe, and those maps are fine for short hikes, but

it's a good idea to have a larger topographic map for longer hikes. TI maps are durable and have a

water resistant coating. (Good for when you get caught in the rain; probably less so if you fall in a

creek.) TI maps mark the trails and their topographic features. The elevation markings give you a

good idea of how steep a portion of a trail is. I've used TI's Yellowstone map for several trails and

always found them to be accurate and helpful.I recently purchased the 2008 revision. Unfolded, the

map paper is the same size as the 1998 revision, but feels substantially heavier. The park map,

however, is now a bit bigger and is split with the north half of the park on one side and the south on

the other (with a generous overlap between the two). The written information about the park that

was previously on the back is still present, but is reduced in size and located in several smaller

boxes spread around the map. A new feature is that the information on the map does not end

abruptly at the park boundary. Thus, for example, if you use the north entrance to the park you can

see some additional trails, picnic, camping, and fishing areas marked to the north of the park as you

come in on US 89. I don't use it, but the map now indicates that it is GPS compatible with a full UTM

grid.TI's Yellowstone map is worth having if you plan to do any hikes longer than a few miles. The

2008 is a good buy, particularly if you have an older revision that is showing some wear. If your

older revision is in good shape (they are durable after all!) you can probably get by with it.

I have always had good luck with Nat Geo maps having well labeled and marked trails. This map is

no exception. I recently planned a backpacking trip in the southern section of Yellowstone so



immediately picked this map up to plan the trip. As usual the map is a nice heavy waterproof

material that can hold up to the elements and general beating a map takes when on multi-night

backpacking trips.The northern and southern section of the map are separated on the front and

back of the map allowing for a more detailed view f both sections. All of the trails listed were correct

and up to date in all the areas we traveled in the park.As a user of many other brands of maps in the

past, I can say this map (and Nat Geo in general) is the best option.

Doesn't have All of Teton available, and I can't find the 202 section available otherwise. Good for

Yellowstone, but just wish it went a little further south, or a combo pack was available.
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